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THE PAPER COLUMN

i t I	 by Peter Huntoon

LATE FINISHED PLATES USED
TO PRINT SMALL NOTES

HE purpose of this article is to examine in detail
the facts surrounding the origin and use of what
we will define as late finished plates. This treat-

ment will survey the possibilities for as yet undis-
covered varieties from these plates, as well as review
those that are presently recorded. The data upon which
this article rests came from three sources: (1) summary
plate records held by the Bureau of Enaraving and
Printing, (2) published data in the O'Donnell (1977)
catalog, and (3) records developed by me based on
sighted specimens over the years. You will recognize that
the varieties discussed here have been called "trial"
notes; however, this term is a misnomer and it makes
sense to drop its use given the facts now available.

Late Finished or Trial?

The manufacture of the interesting group of small size
plates listed in Table I was started in the mid-1930s when
micro plate numbers were in use. However, the completion of
these plates was greatly delayed so that they were not finished
until after the conversion to macro plate numbers. The result
was that they were engraved with macro plate numbers but
the numbers clearly belonged in the old micro range.

Notes from these unusual plates are listed in O'Donnell's
(1977) catalog as trial notes. He speculated that they were (1)
the first plates manufactured of their kind and (2) they were
used experimentally before regular production of macro
plates. The data in Table 3 refute both claims.

Serial number data reveal that these plates were put into
production much later than the in-sequence micro plates of
like kind, and also in most cases they were used years later
than the first regular macro plates of like kind which have
higher plate numbers. Questions emerged such as: Why
didn't $20 "trial" back plate 204 go to press about the same
time as 203 and 205? The fact was that it couldn't —it was
not finished and wouldn't be completed for another 10 years!

The plate records reveal that in fact none of the plates
which are the subject of this article had been finished until a
substantial time after they were started. In the extreme, $20
back plate 204 was begun in 1934 but never finished until
1944. Because of the nature of these plates, I proposed that
we rename them "late finished" instead of "trial" plates
(Huntoon, 1982a). They certainly were not "trial" or "ex-
perimental" in any sense. Their changed status does not alter
their uniqueness, nor does it diminish their value in my
opinion.

Table 2 illustrates the unusual facts surrounding the late-
finished plates. Notice in all cases that the beginning dates for
the late finished plates are in sequential order with the pre-

Late Finished $5 SC face plate 307— used for both 1934,4
blue and yellow seal printings.

ceding and succeeding numbered micro plates. In contrast,
they were finished dramatically out of range from their con-
temporaries. The net result of the delayed completion of these
special plates is that (1) they were finished with macro instead
of micro plate numbers, (2) the face plates were finished as
Series of 1934A instead of Series of 1934, and (3) they went to
press long after those with preceding or succeeding plate
numbers.

$1 Back Plate 470

Table 2 shows that plate 470 was completed seven years
later than 469 and 471. I discovered that when it was finally
used in 1943, the other plates on the press alongside it were
numbered in the 2850 to 3300 range. Clearly it was an odd-
ball. Remember that the changeover from micro to macro
occurred with $1 back plates 929 and 930 respectively. Plate
930, the first true macro back, was also in the first group to
be sent to press, an event that took place on January 28,
1938. Notice that this was over five years before 470 went to
press as shown on Table 3.

Only a couple of notes are presently reported from plate
470 and these have serial numbers in the KC block. From
Table 2 you can see that this plate was used between May 15,
1943, and June 18, 1943. This period of usage overlaps or im-
mediately precedes these serial number printings in 1943: IC
(April 24 - May 27), JC (May 27 - June 24), and KC (June
24 - September 18). It is virtually certain that this plate was
used to print notes in all three of these blocks, and I fully ex-
pect that it will prove to be most common in the JC block.
Only the tail end of the 470 printing was fed to the KC block.
In addition, there is always the possibility of star notes having
been printed from it. Of the late finished plates, specimens
from this plate have proven to be the most elusive and they
are considered to be rare.

$5 1934A SC Face Plate 307

Silver Certificate face plate 307 was begun in 1936 as a
micro Series of 1934 but it was finally completed six years
later as a macro Series of 1934A. Production from it began
four and a half years after the first $5 SC 1934A had gone to
press (see Table 3). It was used for a little less than one year
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Late Finished $10 SC face plates 86 and 87. Plate 87 wore out before 86 was used. Both were begun
during the micro plate number period in 1938.

during which it participated in the special World War II
yellow seal printings. Its history is summarized in Table 4.

The HA block was current at the time the first $5 yellow
seals were sent to press in 1942. However, six serial number
groups within the KA block were selected for use on the $5
yellow seals so these were printed out of sequence beginning
in late 1942, and ended with the high yellow seal serial of
K65984000A in May 1944. The unused serial number groups
below serial K65984000A were completed as regular issue blue
seals during the 1942 to 1944 period. The higher KA serials
were later used in sequence in 1945-6.

To date, the only known 307 notes are KA block blue and
yellow seal notes, and a few yellow seal stars. As shown on
Table 3, these notes were printed between July 9, 1942, and
June 3, 1943. During that same period, regular blue seal $5
SC's were also being printed in the HA and IA blocks. It
would not come as a great surprise if a 307 someday turned
up on either of these blocks, or on a blue seal star.

Mules do not appear to be possible on the 307 printings be-
cause the last of the regular micro back plates wore out in
1942 just days before the first of the 307 printings, either
yellow or blue seal. Even 307 mules from exotic micro backs
629 and 637 are impossible because these two back plates
were never used until years after 307 wore out.

Known surviving specimens from 307 are most common
from the KA yellow seal printings. Next most plentiful are the
307 yellow seal stars. The 307 blue seals are very scarce in the
KA block and unknown in any other blue seal blocks includ-
ing stars.

$10 1934A SC Face Plates 86 and 87

Silver Certificate $10 1934A face plate 87 barely made it
into the late finished category. As shown on Table 2, it was
completed only seven months after it was begun, but during
this short period the conversion to macro plate numbers had
been accomplished so it was completed as a macro. Plate 86
was completed over two years after it was begun so its history
is more characteristic of the other late-finished plates. Notice
from Table 2 that plate 87 wore out before 86 was completed.
For this reason, the two did not produce the same suite of
varieties as shown on Table 1.

Late Finished $20 back plate 204—the last Late Finished
plate used. Begun in 1934 but not finished until 1944, then
used from 1944 to 1946. Photo courtesy of Tom Conklin.

One interesting fact about plate 87 was that it was among
the very first group of macro $10 SC faces sent to press. It
therefore holds the distinction of being the only late finished
plate which actually saw service at the beginning of its respec-
tive issue. It wore out before the first $10 yellow seals were
printed, so unlike 86, it cannot be found on those notes. It
seems to occur only in blue seal regular and muled varieties in
the serial range A77 —A to A78—A. The high non-mule
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serial A90853724A reported for the note in O'Donnell's
catalog is erroneously high. To date, no star notes have been
discovered from plate 87.

Plate 86 saw later but much longer service. It participated
in the printing of yellow seals, as well as several star printings.
The following varieties have been reported: blue seal mule
blocks AA; blue seal non-mule blocks AA, BA, and ,,A; and
yellow seal blocks AA, BA, and 4 A.

Potential discoveries include: plate 86-blue seal mule ,A;
and plate 87-blue seal 4A and blue seal mule ,A. I under-
stand that mules from 86 are very tough because the plate was
used so late.

Table 1. Late Finished plates and their usage.

Plate
Number Side Denomination

Notes
Printed# 	 Usage

470 back 1 2,402,700 	 SC 1935A

307 face 5 569,244 	 SC 1934A
SC 1934A Yellow Seal

86 face 10 1,203,456 	 SC I934A
SC 1934A mule
SC 1934A Yellow Seal

87 face 10 83,100 	 SC 1934A
SC 1934A mule

204 back 20 3,328,728 	 FRN 1934 mule
FRN 1934 Hawaii mule
FRN 1934A
FRN I934A Hawaii
FRN 1934B

# Data from O'Donnell (1977) obtained from plate record cards
which now have been destroyed.

$20 Back Plate 204

As shown on Table 1, $20 back 204 produced the record
number of impressions in the late finished group. As a
Federal Reserve back, it also produced the most varieties,
including both 1934 and 1934A Hawaii notes. In fact, we
have no complete record of all the different districts which
were printed from it, but we do know that it was mated with
faces in three different series, specifically the Series of 1934,
34A, and 34B.

Details on its use are presented in Huntoon (1982a and
1982b). A summary of the types of varieties possible from
this unusual plate appears in Table 1. What is missing is a
complete census of known districts in the green seal Series of
1934, 34A, and 34B. It could have been mated with just
about any district, both regular blocks or stars. It is most
commonly found on 1934A Hawaii notes. The green seals, re-
gardless of series, should be highly prized because all are
scarce or rare. Only one 1934 Hawaii 204 seems to have been
found and it bears serial L89374858A which was produced
early during the use of the plate.

Conclusion

The late finished plates do not owe their origin to experi-
mentation as first thought; however, they are every bit as
unique and interesting. They do, in my opinion, constitute an
interesting minor variety, and many of the varieties that are
known are genuinely rare or very scarce. As outlined in this
article, many varieties have been identified as possible but re-
main undiscovered. There is still room for you to have a
lucky streak by discovering one of the unknowns. I hope that
some of the unknown but possible blocks in the $1 470 turn
up. We badly need some more of the $1's!

$5 Back Plate 637

Table 4. Record of use for $5 1934A Silver Certificate face plate 307.

Plate begun:	 Apr 6, 1936

Plate finished:	 Jul 3, 1942

Press run:
	

Jul 9, 1942 - Jul 28, 1942

Reentered:#
	

Jul 29, 1942

Certified:
	

Aug 19, 1942

Press runs:
	

Aug 27, 1942 - Sep 10, 1942
Sep 15, 1942 - Sep 23, 1942

Reentered:
	

Sep 24, 1942

Certified:
	

Oct 19, 1942

Press runs:
	

Nov 11, 1942 - Dec 1, 1942
Dec 3, 1942 - Dec 4, 1942
Dec 9, 1942 - Dec 23, 1942
May 12, 1943 - Jun 3, 1943

Cancelled:	 Jun 19, 1943

# Reentered means that the design was repressed into the plate to pro-
long its life by sharpening worn details.

Back plate 637 is a micro plate that created a cornucopia of
rare mules, along with another equally famous micro back
plate 629. There was nothing unusual about the manufacture
of 629 except that it sat around for 14 years before it was
finally sent to press.

However, 637 was a late finished plate. Its manufacture
was begun December 6, 1933, but it was never completed
until November 10, 1944. It was a most productive plate, last-
ing from June 1945, until mid-1949. What makes it so un-
usual is the fact that it was completed with micro, instead of
macro, plate numbers. Consequently it stands in a class by it-
self. You can read more about this plate than you probably
care to know in Huntoon (1983).
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Table 2. Summary of the use of Late Finished plates, and the use of their preceding and succeeding

counterparts.

Plate	 Begun	 Finished 	 Used

$1 Uniform Back, plate 470

469 micro	 Sep 1, 1936	 Sep 17, 1936	 Oct 6, 1936 - Jan 14, 1938

470 macro	 Sep 1, 1936	 May 13, 1943	 May 15, 1943 - Jun 18, 1943

471 micro	 Sep 2, 1936	 Sep 24, 1936	 Oct 6, 1936 - Sep 21, 1937

$5 Silver Certificate Face, plate 307

1934	 306 micro	 1936	 Apr 3, 1936	 Jul 9, 1936 - Jun 15, 1937

1934A	 307 macro	 Apr 6, 1936	 Jul 3, 1942	 Jul 9, 1942 - Jun 3, 1943

1934	 308 micro	 1936	 Jul 2, 1936	 Sep 11, 1936 - Dec 11, 1936

$10 Silver Certificate Faces, plates 86 and 87

1934	 85 micro	 Aug 16, 1935	 Sep 5, 1935	 Mar I, 1938 - May 24, 1939

1934A	 86 macro	 Jan 21, 1938	 May 29, 1940	 Jul 18, 1940 - Jun 29, 1944

1934A	 87 macro	 Feb 7, 1938	 Sep 16, 1938	 Dec 5, 1939 - Jan 16, 1940

1934	 88 micro	 Mar 2, 1938	 Mar 8, 1938	 Mar 8, 1938 - May 16, 1939

$20 Uniform Back, plate 204

203 micro	 Oct 26, 1934	 Jan 31, 1935	 Apr 21, 1936 - Jan 26, 1942

204 macro	 Dec 21, 1934	 Mar 18, 1944	 Apr 4, 1944 - Oct 2, 1946

205 micro	 Dec 21, 1934	 Jan 4, 1935	 Apr 21, 1936 - Apr 26, 1937

Table 3. Dates when the late finished plates were used as compared to (1) the first use of a macro plate and (2) the last use of a micro plate of
the same class and denomination.

First Day that a
Macro was Used

Last Day that a
Micro was Used

Period during which the
Late Finished Plate was Used

Time Elapsed
between the first use
of a Macro and the
First use of the
Late Finished Plate                  

$1 Uniform Back, plate 470

Jan 28, 1938	 Feb. 8, 1940

$5 Series of 1934 Silver Certificate Face, plate 307

Jan 14, 1938	 Aug 18, 1938

$10 Series of 1934A Silver Certificate Face, plate 86

Dec 5, 1939	 Jun 29, 1944

$10 Series of 1934A Silver Certificate Face, plate 87

Dec 5, 1939
	

Jun 29, 1944

$20 Uniform Back, plate 204

Feb 7, 1941
	

Oct 27, 1942

May 15, 1943 - Jun 18, 1943
	

5 yr 4 mo

Jul 9, 1942 - Jun 3, 1943
	

4 yr 6 mo

Jul 18, 1940 - Jun 29, 1944
	

7 mo

Dec 5, 1939 - Jan 16, 1940
	 -0-

Apr 4, 1944 - Oct 2, 1946
	

3 yr 2 mo
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